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Let W= ( W, S) be a Coxeter group with S the set of its Coxeter 
generators. Let < be the Bruhat order on W. That is, we denote y < w 
for y, w E W if there xist reduced expressions w = slsZ ..s, and 
y = sj, si2 . .si, with sje S, 1 < j< r, and ii, iz, . . i, a subsequence of 
1, 2, . .) r.Let l(x) be the length function on W. To each wE W, we associate 
two subsets ofS: 
.9(w)={sES)SW<w} and a?(w)={sESI ws<w}. 
Now we can state our main result asfollows. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that x, y E W and SE S satisfy the condition 
s 4 P’(y) u W(x). Then xy < xsy. 
The content ofthis paper is organized as follows. In Section 1,we shall 
provide a proof of Theorem 1and also ageneralization of this theorem. 
Then in Section 2, we shall apply Theorem 1to investigate som properties 
of the Hecke algebra associated to W and also to verify a conjecture of 
L. K. Jones [11. 
1. THE FR~~F OF THEOREM 1 
Fix a Coxeter group (W, S). The terminology “anexpression of IV” 
means an element ofW being written as aproduct ofelements of S. We say 
an expression w of W is reduced ifw is a product ofl(w) elements ofS. 
Given two expressions s,s2.. sk and tl t2 . . t, of W with si, tjE S, we write 
s1s* ..Sk = tl t, . . t, if k = m and s, =t, for all i, and write 
s1s2 . .sk f t, t, . . t, if otherwise. We say that wo expressions g and g’ 
are congruent if gE g’. Thus we have g E g’ * g = g’. We say g’ is a sub- 
expression of a expression g ifg = xg’y for some expressions x, y of W. 
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By a Coxeter transformation on an expression s,s2 .. s, with si ES, we 
mean that it is one of the following transformations. 
(A) Ifthereexistsomea,hESandi,jEZwitha#handl<i<j<t 
such that 
sp, +, . . sj = aba . . and o(ab)=j-i+l, 
then we define a transformation 
s, s2 . s, H s, s2 . . . s,+ , (bab . .) s,, . s,, 
o(uh) factors 
where the notation (x) stands for the order of the element x. 
(B) If there xists some i E Z, 1~ i < b, such that si = si+ ,, then we 
define a transformation 
s, s* . . . s, H s,sz . . . sip Is;+ 2 s,. 
(C) For any i, 0< id t, and a E S, we define a transformation 
s,sz .. s, H SI s2 . . s,(m) Sit, .  .s,. 
Remark 2. Given any two expressions s, s2. . sk and t, t, t, of W with 
sir tiGS and s,sz .. sk & t, t, . . t,, it is well known that the expression 
s, s2 . . sk can be passed to t, t, . t, by a succession ofcoxeter t ansformations. 
In particular, in the case when t, t, . . t, is a reduced expression, s,sz .. sk 
can be passed to t, t, t, by only performing the Coxeter transformations 
of kinds (A) and (B). 
Define a set of triples 
T= {(x,s, y)/ x, ye W, .YES,S@‘(~)U~(X)}. 
For i E Z. define 
Ti={(~,~,y)ETIl(x)+l(y)+l-I(xsy)=i}. 
Clearly, ifTi # Iz, then i >, 0 and i E 22. Thus we have a decomposition: 
T= u TIj. 
i20 
If (x, s, y) E T, then we define p(x, s, y) = i. 
Then Theorem 1 can be reformulated as follows. 
THEOREM 3. [f (x, s, y) E T then xv < xsy. 
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It is obvious that 
LEMMA 4. If (x, s, y) E To then xy < xsy. 
Let g = s,s2 .. s,st, . . t, be an expression of W with s,, s, ti ES satisfy- 
ing the following conditions: 
(a) Both x=s s , z . . sk and y = t, t, t, are reduced expressions. 
(b) (x, s, y) E T,, for some n > 0. 
Let g’ be an expression obtained from the expression g by a Coxeter 
transformation f of kind Z(C). Then f must have kind (A). 
Suppose that f does not involve the factor s. Let s’ = s, x’ = s’, s; . . sb, 
and y’ = t’, t;. . th be such that g’ E x’s’y’. Then x’ and y’ are also reduced 
expressions with x’ = x and y’ = y. 
Now suppose that ,f involves the factor s.Then we have 
g=g,(aba...) g, and g’ = g, (bab . .) g, 
r factors r factors 
for some subexpressions g,,g, of g, where a, h E S satisfy a # b and 
r = o(ab), and s is the ith factor inthe parentheses of the expression g with 
1 d id r. Then by choosing s’ to be the (Y +.,l - i)th factor in the 
parentheses of the expression g’, we have the expression 
g’ =g,(bab . .) g, = s;s; . .s;.s’t;t; . . t;, 
with s:, t,! E S satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) k’=k+r+ l-2& m’=m+2i-r- 1. 
(ii) Let x’ ii s; s; . . s;, and y’ E t’, t;. tk,. Then x/y’= xy and 
(x’, s’, y’) ETZh for some h <n. The equality h = n holds if and only if both 
the expressions x’ and y’ are reduced. 
To sum up, we have the following result. 
LEMMA 5. Let g = s,sz s,st, z. . t,, x, y, n be as above. Let g’ be an 
expression obtained from the expression g by a Coxeter transformation f of 
kind z(C). Then we can choose afactor s’ in the expression g’ such that 
(a) g’ E s;s; .. sh.s’t; t’,t;, with si., s;, t’ ES. 
(b) Let X’E s’,s; . . s;, and y’s t; t; . . tL.. Then x’y’=xy and 
(x’, s’, y’) ET,, for some h <n. The equality h = n holds if and only if both 
the expressions x’ and y’ are reduced. 
Again assume that gE s, s2 . . s,st, . . t,, x, y, n are as above. If n > 0, 
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then by Remark 2, there xists a sequence of expressions g, = g, g,, . . g, 
of xsy for some h > 0 such that for every i, 1 < i < h, gj is obtained from 
g,- 1 by a Coxeter transformation of kind Z(C) and g, is a reduced 
expression. By Lemma 5, we see that here must exist some integer u with 
1 du<h such that 
(i) g, = s(i, 1) . .s(i. k;)s(i) f(i, 1) . . t(i, m ) with s(i,j), s(i), 
t(i, j)e S for any i, 06 i < u. 
(ii) The expressions s(i, 1) . . s(i, ki) and t(i, 1) t(i, mi) are reduced 
for all i, 0< i < u. 
(iii) Either S(U, 1) . . s(u, k,) or t(u, 1) . . t(u, m,) is not a reduced 
expression. 
(iv) Let ~~=s(i,l)...s(i,k,) and yi=t(i,l)...t(i,m,) for O<i<u. 
Then x,y, = xy and (xi, s(i), yi) ET,,, with nj = n for 0 < i< u and n, < n. 
Given (x, s, y) E T, we call a sequence of expressions, say g,, g,, . . g, 
for some u 3 0, of xsy a declining sequence with respect to(x, s, y), if the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(a) For every i, 1 <id U, gi is obtained from g,+ , by a Coxeter 
transformation of kind Z(C). 
(b) The above conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied, where n = p(x, s, y) 
and (x, s, Y) = (x0, .$O), ~“1. 
Thus the above discussion shows that 
LEMMA 6. For any (x, s, y) E T with p(x, s, y) > 0, there xists some 
declining sequence with respect to(x, s, y). 
Proof of Theorem 3. Apply induction p(x, s, y) 2 0. If p(x, s, y) = 0 
then it is just he assertion of Lemma 4. Now assume that p(x, s, y) > 0 
and that the result has been shown for any (x’, s’, y’)~ T with 
p(x’, s’, y’) < p(x, s, y). By Lemma 6, there xists a declining sequence 
go> g1, ‘..1 gu with respect o (x, s, y) described as above. Thus 
p(x,, S(U), y,) < p(x, s, y). By the inductive hypothesis, we have xsy = 
x,s(u) y, > X, yU = xy. So our result isshown. 1 
Thus Theorem 1 follows a it is equivalent to Theorem 3. 
By noting /(xsy) = I(xy) (mod .2), we see that in Theorem 1 we have 
I(xsy) 3 I(xy) + 1. (1) 
For any subset J of S, let W, be the subgroup of W generated byJ. 
THEOREM 7. Given x, y E W, Jc S-W(x), and w E W,,, if I(wy) =
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l(w) + I(y), then xy < xw,v and I(xwy) 2 l(xy) + l(w). In particular, in the 
case when I(xy) = I(x) + Z(y), we haoe I(xwy) = I(x) + l(y) + l(w). 
Proof: Apply induction on I(MJ) 2 0. It is trivial when I(w) = 0. If 
I(w) = 1 then this is just he assertion of Theorem 1by (1). Now assume 
that I(w) > 1 and s E 9(w). Let w’ = SMI. Then w’ E W, and 
I(w’)+l(y)>l(w’y)>,I(wy)- 1 =I(iV)+I(y)- 1 =I(w’)+l(y). (2) 
This forces I(w’y) =/(w’) + 1(y). Soby the inductive hypothesis, we have 
xy d xw’y and Qxw’y) b I(xy) + Qw’). From (2), we also see that I(w’y) = 
/(WY) - 1 and so s $ Y(w’y). On the other hand, sE JC S - 9(x). Thus 
s $ 9(w’y) uB?(x). Soby Theorem 1, we have xy 6 xw’y <x. s. w’y =xwy 
and I(xwy) = Z(x .s, w’y) > I(xw’y) + 12 I(xy) + I(w’) + 1 = I(xy) + I(w). 
This hows the first part of our result. Then the remaining part can be 
shown by the following equalities 
2. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1 
We shall make some applications of Theorem 1in the present section. 
The first one is concerned with some multiplication properties of a Hecke 
algebra. LetYP’ be the Hecke algebra over A = Z[u, u~ ‘1 associated to a 
Coxeter group (W, S) as below. X is a free A-module with a basis 
{T,, 1 w E W} and its multiplication satisfies th  rules: 
T,. T,.s = T,.,..  if w, w’ E W with ~(ww’) = I(w) + I(w’), 
(T,+c’)(T,~+u)=O, 
(1) 
for SE S. 
The rules (1) are quivalent to the rules 
T., T,. =
i 
(u ’ -u) T,.+ T,,., if sE9(w), 
T,,., if 31$.9(w). 
For any x, y, z E W, define anelement f,, “,; E A by 
T, T, = 1 fx, y,z Tz. 
(2) 
(3) 
It is easily seen from (2) that .f,, )‘,; isa polynomial in u= u ’ - u of 
positive co fficients. 
Define a subset 
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of W for any x, y E W. It is well known that here exists a unique maximal 
element, written J-(x, y), in /i(x, y)with respect to he Bruhat order 6 (see 
[2]). That is, 
2(x, y) 3 2, vz E A(x, y). (4) 
Here we shall apply Theorem 1to show that here also exists a unique 
minimal element in/l(x, y)with respect to he same partial order. 
THEOREM 8. For any x, y E W, we have xy E A(x, y ) and 
xy < z, t/z Efl(x, y). (5) 
Proof Apply induction on l(x) > 0. It is trivial n case I(x) = 0. Now 
assume l(x) > 0. Let s E am and x’ = xs. Then 
T, T,. = T,. T, T,.. 
If s$P’( y) then T,T,. = T,,T,, and so /i(x, y)= /i(x’, sy). Since 
I(x’) < I(x), this implies by the inductive hypothesis that 
x’ . sy 6 z, vz E /1(x’, sy). 
So we get (5) in this case. Ifs E Y(y) then 
T,T,.= T,,(v.T,+ T,,,.)=v. T, T,.+ T,.T ,,,. 
By the positivity of the coefficients of the fr,~~,,z’~, we have
/4(x, y)= fl(x’, y) u/4(x’, sy). 
By the inductive hypothesis andthe fact that 1(x’) < I(x), weget 
x'y <z, vz E A(x', y) 
and 
x’sy 6z’, Vz’ EA(x’, sy). 
But s $6%(x’) u .Y(sy). This implies from Theorem 1that 
xy = x’(sy) < x’s(sy) = x’y. 
Therefore we again get (5 ). 1 
Let deg 1,. ,,, z bethe degree ofthe polynomial f,,Y.z in u= C’ - U. Here 
we state a property of ,f,, I’.~. 
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COROLLARY 9. For any x, y E W and z E A(x, y), we have deg f,, ?,; >, 0. 
The equality holds if and only ij” z = xy. The constant term of fr,,V,Z in vis 
equal to zero if z # xy, and is equal to 1 tf z = xy. 
ProoJ: This follows directly from the multiplication rulesfthe Hecke 
algebra A?and Theorem 8. 1 
The second application of Theorem 1 is to verify a conjecture of 
L. K. Jones. 
Let g be an expression of W. For any s E S, let n,(g) be the number of 
the factor s occurring  . For any w E W, let I(w) be the set of all reduced 
expressions of w.Define a number 
N,(w)=min{n,r(g) I gEl(w 
Then Jones made the following conjecture which plays a crucial role in his 
paper. 
Conjecture 10. Let ( W, S) be a symmetric group. Suppose that x, y E W 
and s E S satisfy thecondition s 4 P’(y) u 9(x). Then for any t E S - {s}, 
we have N, (xy) dN, (xsy). 
To show the above conjecture, we shall prove the following result which 
includes this conjecture as a special case. 
PRoposIT10~ 11. Let ( W, S) be a Coxeter group. Let x, y E W and s E S 
be such that s$ Y(y) u g(x). Then ,for any t E S, we have N, (xy) < N,(xsy). 
Proof It is well known that for any reduced xpression slsz ..s, of w 
with si ES, there exists some subsequence i,, i,, . . i, of 1, 2, . . r such that 
si,si2 . . s,, is a reduced xpression of y. This implies that 
WY)GN,(Wh forany ydwin WandsES. 
So by Theorem 1, our result follows. 1 
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